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Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock calculations with the inclusion of the transverse(Breit) interaction and QED
corrections have been carried out for Pd, Sn, Tb, Ta, Pb, and Th in order to obtain positions and intensities of
various electric dipole, electric quadrupole, and magnetic dipoleK x-ray diagram lines and of theirKL1

satellites. Theoretically constructed stick spectra have been presented together with synthesized spectra(the
sum of the Lorentzian natural line shapes) for each studied element. Taking into account the existence of an
L-shell hole in the 2s or 2p subshell, the effect of additionalL-shell ionization on the shapes and structure of
the K x-ray spectra has been examined. It has been observed that generally with increasing atomic numberZ
the shapes of particular satellite line groups tend to become smoother and to differ less from the shapes of
appropriate diagram lines. Relations between the values of energy shifts of various satellite lines for each
element and the changes of these relations withZ have also been studied. Additionally, the relations between
the intensities of different diagram lines for each element have been systematically analyzed, likewise the
changes withZ of the role of particular diagram lines. This study can be helpful in reliable and quantitative
interpretation of many experimentalK x-ray spectra of Pd, Sn, Tb, Ta, Pb, and Th induced in collisions with
various projectiles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies based on the interpretation of theK
x-ray spectra have been performed in order to investigate the
mechanism of the inner shell ionization in collision pro-
cesses. Much research has been devoted to the determination
of theL-shell ionization probability in near-central collisions
from measuredK x-ray spectra of multiply ionized target
atoms with the atomic numberZ,30 [1–22] and then, since
1987, also of target atoms withZ.40 [23–29]. In the 1990s
Carlen and co-workers[30,31] developed this method so that
it could be applied to the determination of theM-shell ion-
ization probability in near-central collisions with light ions as
projectiles. Yet, especially in the case of near-central colli-
sions with energetic heavy ions, the multiple ionization of
inner shells is highly probable and results in a very complex
origin of theK x-ray spectra of target atoms. Thus to reliably
interpret the experimentalK x-ray spectra it is essential to
include theoretical study on the effect of the multiple ioniza-
tion of inner shells on the positions and shapes of respective
x-ray lines. Such theoretical studies can be crucial in the
interpretation of different collision processes in many fields,
e.g., in atomic physics, solid-state physics, trace element
analysis, laser physics, astrophysics, plasma and nuclear
physics.

One of us(Polasik) has in recent years developed and
used theoretical models enabling reliable descriptions of very
complex x-ray spectra of target atoms induced in near-central
collisions of the targets with energetic heavy ions. In his first
study concerning the x-ray spectra of multiply ionized atoms
[32] multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock(MCDF) calculations
with the inclusion of the transverse(Breit) interaction, self-
energy, and vacuum polarization corrections were performed
for Pd in order to elucidate the structure of theKa1,2L

nM0

satellite lines in its x-ray spectra(where in the symbols of the
KLnMr type n and r indicate the number of theL- and

M-shell holes, respectively, in the initial state). The measure-
ment of the high-resolution x-ray spectra of Mo[23] inspired
Polasik to carry out a theoretical simulation of these spectra
using a model in which a spectrum was represented as a sum
of the bands(which were the convolution of the sum of the
Lorentzian natural line shapes with the Gaussian instrumen-
tal response) resulting from the transitions of theKa1,2L

nM0

type [33]. The effect of theM-shell ionization was taken into
account in a crude way by simply shifting a spectrum to-
wards higher energies and applying larger Gaussian line-
widths. In the next two papers of this series the MCDF
method was successfully applied to an extensive and detailed
study on the structure of theKa1,2L

0Mr lines in Mo, Pd, and
Ho [34], and also in a theoretical study on the structure of the
Ka1,2L

1Mr lines in Pd[35].
The structure of theKb lines in the x-ray spectra of mid-

Z elements was systematically investigated by Polasik in
[36], where the extensive MCDF studies on the structure of
theKb1,3L

0Mr lines were performed for Mo, Pd, and La. The
results of these calculations enabled a reliable description of
the influence of additional holes in theM shell on the shapes
and positions of theKb1,3L

0 bands, which may be used in
theoretical analysis of various experimental x-ray spectra
generated in collisions with different ions. About ten years
ago these results were applied together with previous ones to
the theoretical analysis of theKa1,2L

0Mr and theKb1,3L
0Mr

x-ray spectra of Mo[37], Pd, and La[38] induced by O ions,
where a different method of the analysis of very complexK
x-ray spectra accompanying the ionization of the target at-
oms in near-central collisions with energetic heavy ions was
used. In this method the measuredKa and Kb spectra are
simultaneously decomposed into the theoretical line profiles
for theKa1,2L

0Mr and theKb1,3L
0Mr transitions, constructed

on the basis of the results of the MCDF calculations. The
binomial distribution of holes in theM shell is assumed and
the M-shell ionization probability per electronspMd is ex-
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tracted from the best fit of the theoretical profiles to the ana-
lyzed spectrum. By then, it had been the only known way to
extractpM from complexK x-ray spectra induced by heavy
ions.

Then, high-resolution spectra were measured for theKb2
lines of Zr, Nb, Mo, Pd, and Pr induced by various kinds of
projectiles [39–43]. Although the Kb2M

1 x-ray satellites
were mostly resolved, reliable values ofpM were obtained
due to the decomposition of the experimental spectra into the
Kb2 diagram and satellite components which were con-
structed theoretically using the MCDF calculations. The the-
oretical profiles were fitted to the experimental spectra. From
the relative yields of theKb2M

1 satellites the appropriate
experimental averageM-shell ionization probabilities in
near-central collisions were determined.

Recently[44], the results of extensive MCDF calculations
of manyK x-ray diagram lines and the correspondingKL1M0

satellite lines of Ta, Pb, and Th enabled reliable interpreta-
tion of measuredK x-ray spectra, induced during near-
central collisions with light and heavy projectiles. The con-
sidered collisions lead to nuclear reactions and owing to the
MCDF calculations of theK x-ray line positions and inten-
sities it was possible to decompose the measured spectra of a
very complex origin into contributions from the target atom
and the products of nuclear reactions, and then to get reliable
information about theK x-ray cross sections and theL-shell
ionization probabilities[44].

In this paper we have aimed to examine the effect of the
L-shell ionization on theK x-ray spectra. We have also
wanted to prove the reliability of the model applied to the
calculations for various diagram and satellite lines and in
such a wide range of the atomic number of the studied ele-
ments(from Z=46 for Pd toZ=90 for Th). Additionally, we
have investigated how the role of respective diagram lines
changes withZ. The study presented in this paper is a sys-
tematic study on the structure and shapes of satellite spectra,
analyzing in detail the effect of removing a 2s and a 2p
electron on theK x-ray spectra and attempting to explain all
the observed relations for each studied element and their
changes withZ. We believe that our work can be very helpful
in reliable and quantitative interpretation of variousK x-ray
spectra induced by light or heavy projectiles. Our results can
also be useful in the analysis of the observedK x-ray spectra
of other multiply ionized heavy atoms and can contribute to
better understanding of collision processes.

II. MCDF CALCULATIONS

The MCDF method, used in the present study, has been
described in detail in many papers[45–52]. Therefore only a
brief description will be given here, pointing out the essential
details. Within the MCDF scheme the effective Hamiltonian
for an N-electron system is expressed by

H = o
i=1

N

hDsid + o
j.i=1

N

Cij , s1d

where hDsid is the Dirac operator forith electron and the
termsCij account for electron-electron interactions and come

from the one-photon exchange process. The latter are a sum
of the Coulomb interaction operator(due to longitudinally
polarized photons) and the transverse Breit operator(due to
transversely polarized photons).

In the MCDF method an atomic state function(ASF) with
the total angular momentumJ and parityp is assumed in the
multiconfigurational form:

CssJpd = o
m

cmssdFsgmJpd, s2d

where FsgmJpd are configuration state functions(CSF’s),
cmssd are the configuration mixing coefficients for states,
andgm represents all information required to uniquely define
a certain CSF.

Various versions of MCDF calculations are distinguished
by the choice of the form of the energy functional. In the
calculations in the standard optimal-level version of MCDF
(MCDF-OL) for a particular state we get the optimal energy,
the optimal set of one-electron spinors, and the optimal set of
the CSF mixing coefficientshcmssdj. The application of the
MCDF-OL version to the calculations of the transition prob-
abilities should take into account the fact of nonorthogonal-
ity of the spinors corresponding to the pairs of initial and
final states. Since the use of the MCDF-OL method demands
a separate MCDF-OL calculation for each state and in the
theoretical studies on x-ray spectra in many cases we must
consider transitions occurring between hundreds of states,
the MCDF-OL calculations are very time consuming. Thus
to avoid such difficulties some other methods(different from
MCDF-OL) are applied to the study on the transition prob-
abilities and energies. The main feature of those methods is
the fact that a common set of the orbitals for all the initial
and final states is used. There are two standard schemes
based on this idea, namely the average-level version of
MCDF (MCDF-AL) and the extended average-level version
of MCDF (MCDF-EAL). Yet, preliminary test calculations
have shown that MCDF-AL and MCDF-EAL schemes are
not accurate enough in some cases. The reason for this seems
to lie in the fact that the energy functional does not take into
account the different number of the initial and final states.
Therefore the orbitals obtained in these schemes in a sense
favor those states(initial or final) which are more numerous.
In order to make the MCDF calculations of the transition
energies and probabilities as reliable as possible, in the
present study we use the modified special average-level ver-
sion of MCDF calculations(MCDF-MSAL), proposed in
Refs. [36,37]. In this version the energy functional to some
extent enables the compensation of the above-mentioned im-
balance and is expressed by

E = Eopt + o
a

q̄aeaSsa,ad + o
a,b

aÞb

ea,bSsa,bd, s3d

whereq̄a is the generalized occupation number for the orbital
a, ea and eab are the Lagrange multipliers,Ssa,bd is the
overlap integral, andEopt [36,37] is taken in the form
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Eopt =
1

l + 1
S l

ni
o
i=1

ni

Hii +
1

nf
o
f=1

nf

Hf fD , s4d

where Hii and Hf f are the diagonal contributions to the
Hamiltonian matrix, the first sum runs over all the initial
CSF’ssnid, and the second sum runs over all the final CSF’s
snfd. The presence of a factorl in formula(4) in the simplest
way enables the compensation of the difference in the quality
of description of initial and final states, which is the main
problem in reliable theoretical(MCDF) study on the struc-
ture of theKLnMr lines in the x-ray spectra.

It is easy to notice that ifl were equal to 1 we would
obtain a formula in which the compensation of exaggerating
the contribution of the more numerous states(initial or final)
to the energy functional is complete. As a result, we would
get a good reproduction of the relative positions of the spec-
tral lines. However, forl=1 the calculated(diagram and
satellite) transition energies would be shifted for the consid-
ered kinds of lines(like, e.g., Ka1,2L

nMr, Kb1,3L
nMr, or

Kb2L
nMr) by similar amounts with respect to the experimen-

tal transitions. Thus there must be some optimum values ofl
for particular line kinds. Test calculations have shown that
these optimum values[36], depending strongly on the kind
of spectral line, are rather weakly dependent on the atom. It
is worth emphasizing that this simple formula, with specific
values ofl, has proved to reproduce very well experimental
diagram(see Refs.[31,37,38]) and satellite(see Ref.[31])
lines for mediumZ atoms. Therefore formula(4) provides a
simple and effective way of calculating the absolute posi-
tions of spectral lines.

The functional used in this paper has been successfully
applied in the extensive MCDF study on the structure of the
Ka1,2L

nMr and Kb1,3L
nMr lines in the x-ray spectra of Mo

[37], Pd, and La[38] induced in near-central collisions with
O ions, as well asKb1,3L

nMr and Kb2L
nMr lines of Mo

induced by C ions[42]. It has also been used in the study on
theKb2L

nMr lines of Zr, Mo, and Pd induced by proton and
photon beams[39], theKb2L

nMr lines of Zr, Nb, Mo, and Pd
generated by electrons[40] and by C ions[43], and also the
Ka1,2L

nMr, Kb1,3L
nMr [53], andKb2L

nMr [41] lines of Zr,
Mo, Pd, and Pr generated by He ions. Recently, the MCDF-
MSAL method has been applied to the calculations of many
different K x-ray diagram lines and theirKL1M0 satellite
lines for Ta, Pb, and Th. The results of those calculations
were crucial in the analysis of theK x-ray spectra of the
above atoms induced by He, C, O, and Ne projectiles[44].

Apart from the transverse(Breit) interaction we have in-
cluded in our study two types of QED energy corrections
(self-energy and vacuum polarization), which are significant
in the case of heavy atoms[46,47,50–52]. The formulas for
the transition matrix elements and spontaneous emission
probabilities can be found in the work of Grant[45]. The
calculations have been performed for both Coulomb and
Babushkin [45,54] gauges. In the nonrelativistic limit the
Coulomb gauge formula for the electric dipole transitions
yields the dipole velocity expression while the Babushkin
formula gives the dipole length expression[45].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TheK x-ray lines studied here can all be denoted with the
use of the symbols of theKLn type, wheren indicates the

number of electrons removed in the initial state from theL
shell. Since the x rays produced in a radiative decay of singly
ionized atoms are represented in the spectra by the diagram
lines, theK diagram lines appear when the atom has in the
initial state only one hole in theK shell (i.e., 1s) and no
electrons from higher shells removed. Such states are de-
noted 1s−1. TheK diagram lines can be referred to as of the
KL0 type.

In Fig. 1 we have shown 13K x-ray diagram lines for
heavy atoms, appearing in the least complicated case, when a
1s electron is removed from a neutral atom the ground state
of which has a closed-shell relativistic configuration, i.e.,
only empty or completely filled relativistic subshells. On the
basis of selection rules it can easily be noticed that in Fig. 1
there are eight electric dipole,E1, x-ray transitions, for
which the change of the quantum numbers of the orbital
angular momentum of the electron filling theK-shell hole,l,
and of the total angular momentum of the state,J, must be:
Dl =−1,1 andDJ=−1,0,1(where transitionsJ=0→J=0 are
forbidden). Transitions of theE1 type are called allowed
transitions and they have the highest intensities. TheE1 tran-
sitions studied here are:Ka2 andKa1 (both from the initial
states of the ion with one hole in the 1s subshell to the final
state where an electron from the 2p subshell has filled that
hole, denoted thus 1s−1→2p−1), Kb3 and Kb1 (where the
initial K-shell hole is filled by an electron from the 3p sub-
shell, denoted 1s−1→3p−1), Kb2

II andKb2
I s1s−1→4p−1d, and

KO2 and KO3 s1s−1→5p−1d. In Fig. 1 there are also less
intensive transitions, called forbidden, of the electric quadru-
pole,E2, and magnetic dipole,M1, types. ForE2 transitions
there must be:Dl =−2,0,2 andDJ=−2,−1,0,1,2(where
transitions J=0→J=0, J=1/2→J=1/2, J=0→J=1, and
J=1→J=0 are not allowed) and for M1 transitions there
must be: Dl =0, and DJ=−1,0,1 (where transitionsJ=0
→J=0 are not allowed). There are also four diagramE2
lines, i.e.,Kb5

II and Kb5
I s1s−1→3d−1d, and Kb4

II and Kb4
I

s1s−1→4d−1d. The remaining line from Fig. 1, denotedKa3

s1s−1→2s−1d, is of theM1 type.
We have performed for Pd, Sn, Tb, Ta, Pb, and Th the

MCDF-MSAL (see Sec. II) calculations of the energies and
probabilities of the 13K x-ray diagram transitions(exclud-
ing KO2,3 lines for Pd, which does not have the 5p subshell
occupied) and of theirKL1 satellite transitions, i.e., the ones
from the initial states with aK-shell and anL-shell electrons
(and no electrons from higher shells) removed. The results of
the MCDF calculations of energies,E, and relative(with
respect to the strongest,Ka1, line) intensities of theK x-ray
diagram lines of Pd, Tb, Pb, and Th are presented in Table I.
The lines are arranged according to the order of increasing
energy. The relative intensities have been calculated using
Coulomb[45] and Babushkin[54] gauges. It is worth noting
that although the intensity values depend on the gauge used
(which reflects the approximated character of the applied the-
oretical model), the structure of the groups of lines and of the
whole theoretical spectrum usually does not depend signifi-
cantly on the choice of the gauge. As can be found from
Table I the calculated relative diagram line intensities repro-
duce reliably the experimental values[55]. The energy val-
ues are also in an excellent agreement with the experimental
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data of Bearden[56] (discrepancies usually of the order of
1 eV) and in a good agreement with the theoretical and ex-
perimental data presented in Deslatteset al. [57].

A detailed discussion of the results obtained for the dia-
gram lines is presented in the Appendix. From that discus-
sion it can be concluded that in calculations for the x-ray
lines of heavy elements much more transitions have to be
taken into account than in the case of light elements, because
for the latter high shells are either unoccupied or theE1 and
E2 transitions occurring from them have very small intensi-
ties and generally all the transitions of types other thanE1
are very weak, as well.

A. KL1 satellite line structure

In Figs. 2–7 both stick and synthesized spectra for Pd, Sn,
Tb, Ta, Pb, and Th are shown. In the stick spectra, on the
basis of the MCDF calculations results(with the use of Cou-
lomb [45] gauge), we have presented the energies of respec-
tive transitions(the positions of the sticks) with the relative
intensities of the transitions multiplied by the degeneracies,
i.e., 2J+1, of the initial states(the heights of the sticks). The

synthesized spectra(dashed lines) for all the cases have been
constructed as the sum of the Lorentzian natural line shapes
with the appropriate natural linewidths taken from Ref.[58].
In every figure there are three boxes. Each of them presents
the spectra for particular lines. The bottom box is always for
the Ka2 andKa1 lines, the middle one for theKb3 andKb1
lines, and the top one for theKb5, Kb2, Kb4, and(if appli-
cable) KO2,3 lines. Unfortunately, because of their very small
intensity the extremely weak forbiddenKa3 lines cannot be
seen in the spectra of any of the investigated atoms. Also the
KO2,3 lines in the case of Sn are too weak to be visible in the
spectra. As for the very weakKb4 lines, their contributions
have been included in the spectra of all the atoms and they
affect the shapes of the theoretical spectra. Yet, only for the
K x-ray diagram line spectra of the two heaviest of the stud-
ied elements, Pb and Th, they are significant enough to be
identifiable as a slight deformation of the right shoulder of
the Kb2 diagram bands(really smallKb4 sticks can be no-
ticed in these spectra, too).

Every box includes four spectra. In the first, bottom, spec-
trum there are diagram lines and in the remaining spectra—
their KL1 satellite lines. The second spectrum is for theKL1

FIG. 1. Outline of the studiedK x-ray dia-
gram transitions(in Siegbahn notation) for heavy
atoms in the case of the closed-shell(before re-
moving a K-shell electron) ground state of the
atom. On the left side of the figure associated
initial K and various final vacancies in the x-ray
energy levels are given. On the right side the no-
tation emphasizes the existence of holes in a
quantum-mechanical approach. For each level the
values of the total angular momentum of the state
J have been also presented. The transitions of
electric dipole type are represented as solid lines,
of electric quadrupole type as dashed lines, and
of magnetic dipole type as dotted and dashed
lines.
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satellite lines where the additional hole is in the 2s subshell
(i.e., accompanying 1s−12s−1→X−12s−1 transitions, whereX
represents different subshells, depending on the line). In the
third spectrum there are theKL1 satellite lines where the
additional hole is in the 2p subshells1s−12p−1→X−12p−1d.

The fourth spectrum in each box is the summary spectrum
and presents all appropriate satellite lines of theKL1 type,
i.e., 1s−1L−1→X−1L−1 transitions, whereL represents the 2s
or 2p subshells. In this last spectrum the transitions from the
states with a hole in the 2s or 2p subshells have been statis-

TABLE I. Results of the MCDF calculations of theK x-ray diagram line energies(in eV), E, and relative(with respect to theKa1 line)
intensities,Icalc (where upper values correspond to Coulomb gauge[45] and the bottom ones to Babushkin gauge[54]) for Pd, Tb, Pb, and
Th. For comparison, experimental relative(with respect to theKa1 line) intensity values(in eV), Iexp, taken from Ref.[55] have been given.
For the lines of theKb5, Kb2, Kb4, andKO2,3 kinds Iexp values concern added values for both lines in each of the pairs of lines. Thus to
compareIexp with Icalc one has to add the appropriate two values ofIcalc, both in Coulomb or Babushkin gauge(e.g., in the case of theKb5

lines Icalc for the Kb5
I line andIcalc for the Kb5

II line).

46Pd 65Tb 82Pb 90Th

Transition E Icalc Iexp E Icalc Iexp E Icalc Iexp E Icalc Iexp

Ka3 20746.9
0.000019

43287.9
0.00019 0.00019

72135.7
0.00106 0.000926

89175.6
0.00224 0.0019

0.000019 0.00019 ±0.00001 0.00097 ±0.000034 0.00196 ±0.0001

Ka2 21020.3
0.53062 0.530

43744.0
0.57482 0.562

72805.2
0.67281 0.600

89958.0
0.74953 0.619

0.52949 ±0.022 0.55820 ±0.018 0.59678 ±0.018 0.62104 ±0.019

Ka1 21177.1
1.00000

1.00 44481.0
1.00000

1.00 74967.9
1.00000

1.00 93348.2
1.00000

1.00
1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000

Kb3 23791.4
0.09021 0.0845

50227.6
0.10912 0.103

84449.6
0.13515 0.121

104820.4
0.15201 0.124

0.08989 ±0.0035 0.10430 ±0.004 0.11304 ±0.004 0.11613 ±0.004

Kb1 23819.2
0.17558 0.163

50384.2
0.20647 0.199

84936.5
0.22402 0.232

105603.3
0.22973 0.236

0.17447 ±0.007 0.20181 ±0.006 0.21818 ±0.007 0.22516 ±0.007

Kb5
II 24010.6

0.00056
50717.2

0.00166
85422.5

0.00330
106161.6

0.00438

0.00053 0.00162 0.00305 0.00384

0.00110 0.00328 0.00675 0.00837

Kb5
I 24015.8

0.00079 ±0.00006
50754.4

0.00219 ±0.00015
85523.9

0.00398 ±0.00030
106319.3

0.00503 ±0.00037

0.00074 0.00214 0.00367 0.00441

Kb2
II 24297.0

0.01502
51673.1

0.02479
87238.2

0.03293
108474.7

0.03875

0.01480 0.02352 0.02737 0.02926

0.0397 0.0663 0.0846 0.0903

Kb2
I 24301.1

0.02889 ±0.0016
51713.0

0.04720 ±0.0021
87357.5

0.05642 ±0.0024
108677.4

0.06142 ±0.0026

0.02840 0.04568 0.05402 0.05892

Kb4
II 24347.9

0.000064
51838.2

0.00040
87569.6

0.00090
108933.8

0.00130

0.000070 0.00041 0.00084 0.00114

0.00013 0.00084 0.0019 0.0024

Kb4
I 24348.2

0.000088 ±0.00007
51855.9

0.00052 ±0.00043
87591.7

0.00108 ±0.0009
108971.0

0.00149 ±0.0012

0.000096 0.00052 0.00101 0.00131

KO2 51973.1
0.00393

87905.6
0.00643

109422.1
0.00914

0.00372 0.00534 0.00675

0.0088 0.015 0.020

KO3 51979.3
0.00745 ±0.0009

87927.2
0.01068 ±0.002

109467.7
0.01369 ±0.003

0.00717 0.01020 0.01349
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tically added. The summary spectra have been constructed
under the assumption that the populations of the 2s- and
2p-hole states depend only on how many ways of creating a
particular(2s or 2p) hole in the initial state there are. Thus
there is a bigger contribution to the summary spectra from
the 2p-hole states than from the 2s-hole states. We have not
considered the influence of Coster-Kronig transitions, due to

which the contribution of the 2p-hole states is even bigger
than it has been assumed here.

It is worth noting that removing an additional electron
induces a dramatic increase in the overall number of transi-
tions and that in the satellite spectra in Figs. 2–7 there are
groups of particular lines distributed widely around an aver-
age position. Because of that the shapes of satellite line spec-
tra are different from the shapes of the corresponding dia-
gram line spectra. The estimate of the effect of additional
L-shell ionization on the structure and shapes of theK x-ray
spectra can be made on the basis of the analysis of Figs. 2–7.

It should also be stressed that in our simulation of the
theoretical x-ray spectra as the sum of the Lorentzian natural
line shapes the appropriate natural linewidths(ranging in our
case from about 8 to about 99 eV[58] and thus having a
significant effect on the shapes) are used for each element

FIG. 2. Calculated stick(line positions with their relative inten-
sities) and synthesized spectra(the sum of the Lorentzian compo-
nents, dashed lines) of Pd for theK x-ray diagram transitions and
theKL1 satellite transitions. In all three boxes(a) is the diagram line
spectrum,(b) is the satellite spectrum for the initial states with an
additional 2s hole, (c) is the satellite spectrum for the initial states
with an additional 2p hole and(d) is the summary satellite spectrum
[(b) and(c)]. The diagram lines(and the correspondingKL1 satellite
lines) in the bottom box are theKa1,2 lines s1s−1→2p−1d, in the
middle box theKb1,3 liness1s−1→3p−1d and in the top box theKb5

s1s−1→3d−1d andKb2 s1s−1→4p−1d lines.

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for the spectra of Sn.
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and each line. Our purpose has been to provide a universal
characteristic of the natural shape of the spectra, which could
be experimentally obtained with an ideal instrument. It has
been shown[33,37,38] that the theoretical spectra after the
convolution of the sum of the Lorentzian natural line shapes
with the Gaussian instrumental response(the latter depend-
ing on the equipment used) are in an excellent agreement
with the spectra measured with any kind of high-resolution
instrument. Our theoretical spectra are also close to the ex-
perimental ones and including the instrumental response in
our simulation would generally only smooth the shapes of
the spectra. Thus our spectra enable foreseeing many details
of the measured spectra, such as the separability of particular
bands.

1. Pd „Z=46…

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that in the case of Pd(the
lightest of the studied elements) the Ka2 and Ka1 diagram
lines are well resolved, while theKb3 andKb1 diagram lines
are resolved worse and theKb2

II and Kb2
I diagram lines are

not resolved. On the basis of Fig. 2 we cannot say much
about the weakKb5 lines.

The shapes of theKL1 satellite lines of Pd are signifi-
cantly different from the shapes of the corresponding dia-
gram lines. It can be seen that generally in each satellite
spectrum in Fig. 2 the sticks are widely distributed and they
have also various intensities. Only in the case of theKb2
lines the sticks are separated into groups. Both stick and
synthesized spectra of the satellite lines for the 1s−12s−1 ini-
tial states are quite different from the spectra of the satellite
lines for the 1s−12p−1 initial states. The stick spectra for the
initial states with a 2s hole are for instance more scattered

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 2, but for the spectra of Tb. In the top box
additionally theKO2,3 s1s−1→5p−1d diagram lines(and the corre-
spondingKL1 satellite lines) are presented.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the spectra of Ta.
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than those for the initial states with a 2p hole. In all the
spectra there are also much fewer satellite lines of significant
intensities in the case of the initial states with a 2s hole than
for the initial states with a 2p hole. The summary spectra are
similar to the spectra for the 1s−12p−1 initial states, due to the
bigger contribution from the states with a 2p hole than from
the states with a 2s hole.

The groups of theKa2L
1 and Ka1L

1 satellite lines are
well resolved, but similar pairs of groups of satellite lines
(i.e., accompanying the transitions in which theK-shell holes
are filled by electrons from the same nonrelativistic subshell,
e.g., 3p for the pair of theKb3L

1 andKb1L
1 line groups) are

not resolved into appropriate two groups.

2. Th „Z=90…

In the case of the heaviest of the analyzed elements—Th
(Fig. 7)—in comparison with Pd there is first a difference in

the number of diagram and satellite lines, as in the top box
for Th we can observeKO2,3 lines (accompanying the tran-
sitions from the 5p subshell, which is unoccupied in Pd).
Besides, theKb5 lines are more pronounced than in Pd and
even the intensities of theKb4 lines are strong enough to be
visible in the spectra. Moreover, theKa2 and Ka1 diagram
lines, as well as theKb3 and Kb1 diagram lines are well
resolved, whereas theKb5

II and Kb5
I diagram lines and also

Kb2
II andKb2

I diagram lines are resolved worse. TheKO2 and
KO3 diagram lines are not resolved.

As for the synthesized satellite spectra, all the bands in Th
are wider than their counterparts in Pd(because of larger
absolute distances between the first and the last line in a
band). At the same time, in Th not only theKa2L

1 and
Ka1L

1 bands, but also theKb3L
1 andKb1L

1 bands are well
resolved. The remaining satellite lines are not resolved into

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for the spectra of Pb. In the top box, on
the right shoulder of theKb2 diagram band a small contribution
from theKb4 lines can be seen.

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for the spectra of Th. The contribution
from theKb4 lines on the right shoulder of theKb2 diagram band is
more visible than for Pb.
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appropriate two bands in most cases. All the synthesized
spectra of Th satellite lines for the initial states with a 2p
hole are very similar to the summary spectra, but the satellite
line spectra for the 1s−12s−1 initial states are not very differ-
ent from them, either(although the bands are more struc-
tured than for the 1s−12p−1 initial states). Contrary to Pd, the
shapes of ThKa1,2L

1 satellite lines for the 1s−12p−1 initial
states and in the summary spectrum are quite similar to the
shapes of theKa1,2 diagram lines(but the satellite bands are
of course much wider). This is a result of much larger natural
linewidths of Th in comparison with Pd. Also the synthesized
spectrum of theKa1,2L

1 lines for the 1s−12s−1 initial states
and all the synthesized spectra of theKb1,3L

1 lines differ less
than in the case of Pd from the diagram line spectra. Gener-
ally, the shapes of all Th satellite spectra differ much(in
terms of shapes and structure) from those for Pd, especially
in the case of theKb1,3L

1 and Kb2L
1 spectra. As for Th

Ka1,2L
1 bands, it can be said that their shapes are smoother

than in Pd(because of larger natural linewidths).
Focusing on Th satellite stick spectra only, we can see that

generally the distribution of the sticks in Th is different from
that in Pd. In comparison with Pd the sticks are more widely
distributed(larger distances between the first and the last line
in a band) for all the kinds of Th satellite lines, which is
directly connected with the increase of the role of relativistic
effects. Yet, the increase of Z causes the energy range of Th
spectra to be about six times bigger than for Pd. Therefore,
for example in the case of ThKa1,2L

1 lines, the sticks form
clearly separated two groups, inside which they seem to be
closer to each other than in Pd(although in fact the distances
are bigger). A very significant change of the structure for Th
with respect to Pd can be also observed in the case of the
Kb2L

1 lines, for which the sticks are much more scattered in
Th than in Pd.

3. Sn „Z=50…, Tb „Z=65…, Ta „Z=73…, and Pb„Z=82…

Analyzing now all Figs. 2–7 we can notice that there is a
gradual change of the structure and shapes of the spectra
from Pd through Sn, Tb, Ta, and Pb to Th.

The spectra for Sn(Fig. 3) are very similar to those for
Pd. The most pronounced, but still small, differences be-
tween the spectra of these two elements are in the satellite
spectra in the cases of theKb1,3L

1 andKb2L
1 lines, both for

the initial states with a 2p hole and the summary spectra,
where in Sn the synthesized spectra are smoother(larger
natural linewidths) than for Pd.

The spectra for the next studied element—Tb(Fig. 4)—
are more similar to Pd than to Th only in the cases of the
Kb1,3L

1 lines in the spectrum for the initial 1s−12p−1 states
and in the summary spectrum, but even in these spectra the
sticks are significantly more scattered than in Pd and Sn.
Also the shape of theKb1,3L

1 line spectrum for the initial
states with a 2s hole is remarkably different from the spec-
trum for Pd and Sn. Other satellite line spectra seem to re-
semble rather Th spectra, especially in the case of theKa2L

1

line spectra, the bands of which are significantly smoother
than in Pd or Sn. The sticks in all Tb spectra are generally
more scattered than in Sn and Pd.

The remaining elements under study—Ta and Pb—have
spectra clearly resembling Th more than Pd. For Ta(Fig. 5)
the shapes of the spectra do not change significantly in com-
parison with Tb in the cases of the spectra for theKb2L

1

lines (apart from the summary spectrum, the shape of which
is remarkably smoother than for Tb), Ka1,2L

1, andKO2,3L
1

lines. The distribution of the sticks is similar to that in Tb in
all the spectra of theKa2L

1 andKO2,3L
1 lines and also in the

case of theKa1L
1 and Kb2L

1 spectra for the initial states
with an additional 2s or 2p hole. The most pronounced
change in comparison with Tb is observed for theKb1,3L

1

summary spectrum and theKb1,3L
1 spectrum for the

1s−12p−1 initial states. In these spectra the lines are resolved
in Ta into two groups corresponding to theKb3L

1 and to the
Kb1L

1 lines, so that there is a separate shape for each of
these line groups and also the sticks form clearly two, though
widely distributed, groups. Yet, theKb1,3L

1 spectrum for the
1s−12s−1 initial states is more similar to Tb(both in terms of
shapes and sticks) and the separation into the two groups is
not so clear.

All the spectra of Pb(Fig. 6) are very similar to those of
Th. As for the synthesized spectra, the shape of PbKa1L

1

spectrum for the 1s−12p−1 initial states is a little less smooth
than in Th. Conversely, in theKb2L

1 spectrum for the
1s−12p−1 initial states and in theKb2L

1 summary spectrum
the shapes for Pb are smoother than for Th. The distribution
of the sticks generally does not differ much from that in Th,
especially in the cases of the spectra for the 1s−12s−1 initial
states.

In comparison with Ta, the shapes of PbKa2L
1 spectrum

for the initial states with a 2s hole and also theKa1L
1 and

theKb1,3L
1 spectra—both summary and for an additional 2p

hole—are slightly smoother in Pb. The shapes of all the
Kb2L

1 spectra differ a little from those for Ta, so that the
summaryKb2L

1 spectrum is less smooth for Pb than for Ta.
In the case of theKb1,3L

1 lines in Pb there is a clear sepa-
ration between the shapes for theKb3L

1 and Kb1L
1 lines,

also for theKb1,3L
1 spectrum for the 1s−12s−1 initial states.

The sticks generally are distributed similarly in Pb and in Ta,
especially in the case of theKa1L

1 andKb1,3L
1 lines and all

the KL1 spectra for the 1s−12s−1 initial states.
Summarizing the results of the detailed analysis of Figs.

2–7, the distance between theKa1L
1 and Ka2L

1 bands and
between theKb1L

1 andKb3L
1 bands increases strongly with

Z, so that while in Pd, Sn, and Tb theKb1L
1 bands are not

resolved from theKb3L
1 bands, in Ta, Pb, and Th we can

observe the appropriate satellite bands separated. It should be
added that the distance between the bands of consecutive
satellite line kinds(such as, e.g.,Kb5L

1 and Kb2L
1) also

increases withZ. The higherZ, the more widely sticks are
distributed in all the satellite spectra and thus the wider
shapes of the spectra. Moreover, the shapes of the spectra for
the 1s−12s−1 initial states are often significantly different
from those for the 1s−12p−1 initial states. It is also observed
that with the increase ofZ the shapes of particular spectra
tend to be smoother and resemble more the corresponding
diagram line shapes. The only exception are theKb2 lines.
As for any other lines, theKb2 diagram lines with the in-
crease ofZ become better resolved into two lines(Kb2

II and
Kb2

I ), so that they are experimentally separable into the two
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bands in the cases of the heaviest studied elements—Ta, Pb,
and Th[56]. TheKb2L

1 lines with the increase ofZ are more
and more widely distributed. That is why the groups of
Kb2

IIL1 and Kb2
I L1 lines overlap and even in Th the appro-

priate two bands are not visible. As it can be seen, ThKb2L
1

lines retain a rich structure(despite a very large natural line-
width).

B. Energy shifts resulting from the L-shell ionization

The groups of satellite lines are shifted in the spectra to-
wards higher energies with respect to the corresponding dia-
gram lines, which originates from the fact that the electron
screening of the nuclear charge in multiply ionized atoms is
weaker than in singly ionized atoms. A rough estimate of the
shifts of the satelliteKL1 lines with respect to the appropriate
diagram lines can be performed on the basis of Figs. 2–7.
Yet, a more detailed analysis demands the exact values of the
energy shifts of the average positions of all the analyzed
groups of theKL1 satellite lines, which are gathered in Table
II.

From Table II it can be observed that the higherZ the
bigger shifts of all the satellite line groups in the case of the
1s−12s−1 and 1s−12p−1 initial states and also the summary
spectra. As for the energy shifts in the case of each element,
it could be predicted that the increase of orbital energies
resulting from removing an additionalL-shell electron is the
bigger, the lower(meaning more negative) energy the re-
spective orbital has. For the orbitals the electrons of which

take part in the studied transitions it might be expected that
the biggest increase would be for the 1s orbital, then 2s,
2p1/2, 2p3/2, 3p1/2, 3p3/2, 3d3/2, 3d5/2, 4p1/2, 4p3/2, 4d3/2,
4d5/2, 5p1/2, and the smallest for 5p3/2. The energy shift is the
higher, the bigger the difference between the amounts of the
energy increase for the appropriate two orbitals(depending
on the transition). Accordingly, if the above order of the
amount of energy increase was correct, the shifts of the
groups of theKL1 satellite lines(with respect to the appro-
priate diagram lines) would increase with the energy of the
corresponding diagram transitions. The shift would be then
the biggest for theKO3L

1 line group(the difference between
the increase for the 1s and 5p3/2 orbitals would be the biggest
of all) and the smallest for theKa3L

1 line group(the differ-
ence between the increase for the 1s and 2s orbitals would be
the smallest of all).

However, it can be seen from Table II that the shifts do
not follow exactly the trends expected before obtaining the
exact values of the energy shifts. The energy shifts of respec-
tive groups of satellite lines accompanying the transitions
from the 1s−12p−1 states generally increase, according to the
energetic order, from theKa2L

1 to KO2,3L
1 lines. Yet, there

is a break in the increasing trend for Pd, Sn, Tb, Ta, and Pb
in the case of theKb1,3L

1 and Kb5L
1 lines. For the above

elements theKb5L
1 lines have a shift being 97–99 % of the

shifts of theKb1,3L
1 lines. Moreover, the case of theKa3L

1

satellite lines for the initial states with a 2p hole seems to be
especial, as for all the studied elements their shifts are rela-
tively big, stronger than for theKa2L

1 andKa1L
1 lines.

TABLE II. Theoretical values of energy shifts(in eV) of average positions of groups of theKL1 satellite lines with respect to the
positions of the appropriate diagram lines. The symbol 1s−1L−1 concerns the energy shifts corresponding to theKL1 summary spectra, taking
into account statistically addedKL1 transitions from the 1s−12s−1 and from the 1s−12p−1 states.

Element
Initial states
of KL1 lines

Transition

Ka3 Ka2 Ka1 Kb1,3 Kb5 Kb2 Kb4 KO2,3

46Pd 1s−12s−1 29.8 56.9 53.5 112.4 109.9 138.6 141.9

1s−12p−1 84.0 56.1 64.7 141.4 139.6 168.2 171.8

1s−1L−1 76.2 56.3 61.5 134.3 132.4 160.8 164.6

50Sn 1s−12s−1 33.7 62.9 60.9 126.6 123.1 157.4 160.2 169.6

1s−12p−1 93.6 61.9 72.8 158.2 155.2 189.5 192.8 202.8

1s−1L−1 84.9 62.2 69.4 150.4 147.4 181.5 184.9 193.9

65Tb 1s−12s−1 52.4 90.0 94.8 187.1 181.1 231.2 233.0 247.6

1s−12p−1 134.9 84.4 108.5 225.9 220.5 271.1 272.8 288.7

1s−1L−1 123.1 86.1 104.6 216.5 210.8 261.3 263.0 278.3

73Ta 1s−12s−1 60.8 107.8 118.1 225.2 218.8 275.3 277.1 292.4

1s−12p−1 156.8 96.9 132.4 266.4 260.1 317.7 319.3 335.1

1s−1L−1 143.0 100.0 128.3 256.5 249.9 307.2 308.8 324.4

82Pb 1s−12s−1 73.2 129.8 148.8 273.5 267.0 334.1 336.4 355.8

1s−12p−1 185.3 109.7 163.1 316.8 314.7 377.0 381.3 398.3

1s−1L−1 169.2 115.5 159.0 306.3 302.3 366.4 369.8 387.7

90Th 1s−12s−1 84.0 152.8 183.0 324.3 319.4 395.3 399.2 423.9

1s−12p−1 212.6 120.8 195.9 366.3 370.9 435.8 439.0 463.8

1s−1L−1 194.1 129.9 192.2 356.2 357.5 425.8 429.1 453.9
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In the case of the transitions from the 1s−12s−1 states the
trends are a little different. First, the energy shifts of the
Ka3L

1 satellite lines are the smallest of all the lines. Then,
for Tb, Ta, Pb, and Th the shifts increase in the order:Ka3,
Ka2, Ka1, Kb5, Kb1,3, Kb2, Kb4, andKO2,3 (so with only
one break in the energetic order, again between theKb5 and
Kb1,3 lines). In the case of the lightest studied elements(Pd
and Sn) the order of increasing shifts is as follows:Ka3,
Ka1, Ka2, Kb5, Kb1,3, Kb2, Kb4, and(only for Sn) KO2,3 (so
with two breaks in the energetic order, between theKa2 and
Ka1 lines and between theKb5 andKb1,3 lines).

In the summary spectra the energy shifts follow the same
pattern as in the spectra for the 1s−12p−1 initial states. More-
over, for all satellite lines apart fromKa2, the energy shift of
the average position of a line accompanying the transition
from the initial state with an additional 2p hole is bigger than
the shift of the average position of the same line accompa-
nying the transition from the initial state with an additional
2s hole. It is also interesting that with increasingZ the shift
of theKa3L

1 lines is closer and closer to theKa1L
1 line shift,

so that for Pd(in the summary spectra) the Ka3L
1 shift is

124% of theKa1L
1 shift, while in Th it is only 101%.

The discrepancies between the described predictions and
the actual trends may be partly explained by the fact that the
value of mean radiuskrl of the orbitals important in our
studies increases for Pd, Sn, Tb, Ta, and Pb in the order: 1s,
2p1/2, 2p3/2, 2s, 3d3/2, 3d5/2, 3p1/2, 3p3/2, 4p1/2, 4p3/2, 4d3/2,
4d5/2, and (if applicable) 5p1/2 and 5p3/2, whereas for Th
there is a difference in the case of theM-shell orbitals, for
which krl increases in the order: 3d3/2, 3p1/2, 3d5/2 and 3p3/2.
First, such order of all the investigated orbitals justifies the
previously mentioned fact that removing a 2p electron
causes a bigger effect than removing a 2s electron. Second,
the above order is identical to the order of the declining
sensitivity of respective orbitals to removing a 2p electron
(and thus also of the declining extent of the energy increase).
Consequently, the smallest shifts of the groups of theKL1

lines for the 1s−12p−1 initial states(and also the groups in the
summary spectra) are observed for theKa2L

1 lines, and then
they increase in the order:Ka1L

1, Ka3L
1, Kb5L

1, Kb1,3L
1,

Kb2L
1, andKO2,3L

1 for Pd, Sn, Tb, Ta, and Pb. In the case of
Th the shift of theKb1,3L

1 lines is smaller than that of the
Kb5L

1 lines.
Removing a 2s electron causes similar effects, but it must

be considered that the 2s orbital is more sensitive to remov-
ing a 2s electron than the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 orbitals. Thus the
shifts of the satellite line kinds for the 1s−12s−1 initial states
generally increase in the order:Ka3, Ka1, Ka2, Kb5, Kb1,3,
Kb2, Kb4, andKO2,3. Even Th follows this pattern, in spite
of different order of orbitalkrl values, but it is understand-
able, as the order in the case of the 3d and 3p orbitals in Th
is not completely reverse to that of other studied elements.

Moreover, there are some exceptions to the above order,
concerning theKa2L

1 andKa1L
1 line shifts in the two light-

est elements. As it has been noticed before, in Pd and Sn the
Ka1L

1 shift is smaller than theKa2L
1 shift in the case of the

1s−12s−1 initial states. This can be explained on the basis of
the j- j coupling model, used in our calculations, which
works the better, the higherZ an element has. Thus for the

relatively light PdsZ=46d and SnsZ=50d there is in fact a
so-called intermediate coupling and significant mixing of the
states with the sameJ occurs. As a result, some satellite lines
regarded as of theKa2 kind are in fact a mixture of the
Ka2L

1 line with the Ka1L
1 line (with smaller contribution)

and vice versa. This can lead even to the change of the order
of the values of the energy shifts for theKa2L

1 andKa1L
1

lines. The mixing coefficients vary significantly withZ, so
that for higherZ elements(especially for the heaviest one
studied here—Th) it can be assumed that no lines, at least of
theKa1,2L

1 kind, have any admixture. Thus in the case of the
studied elements other than Pd and Sn the energy shift of the
Ka1L

1 lines for the 1s−12s−1 initial states is bigger than that
of the Ka2L

1 lines. Yet, it should be noted that even for Pd
and Sn thej- j coupling model is more adequate than the
L-S coupling.

Another observation, previously mentioned, which cannot
be explained simply basing onkrl values is that the shift of
theKa2L

1 line is bigger for the 1s−12s−1 initial states than for
the 1s−12p−1 ones, which is contrary to all the other lines.
This may be partly understood by analyzing theKa2L

1 spec-
trum for the initial states with a 2s hole in each of Figs. 2–7,
where there is a peak of remarkable intensity on the right
side of theKa2L

1 band, i.e., in the energy region where there
are noKa2L

1 lines of significant intensities for the initial
states with a 2p hole. This peak must be the reason for the
bigger shift of the average position of theKa2L

1 lines in the
case of a 2s hole and appears as a result of the fact that in
each of theKa1L

1 andKa2L
1 bands for the initial states with

a 2s hole the sticks are considerably scattered and that the
lastKa2L

1 stick for the initial states with a 2s hole is of high
intensity. In the satellite spectrum for the 1s−12s−1 initial
states the distance between the first and lastKa1L

1 line
(equal to the distance between the first and lastKa2L

1 line)
reflects the size of the splitting of the 1s−12s−1 initial states,
which is quite big[see Figs. 1(b) and 2(a) in Ref. [32]] and is
characteristic of each element.

In Table III we have compared the calculated energy
shifts with available experimental data and also with the val-
ues based on a crude theoretical model by Burchet al. [59]
and two semiempirical formulas by Töröket al. [60,61]. It
can be observed that our theoretical values are in a good
agreement with the experimental ones. The formulas by
Burchet al.and by Töröket al.give the values agreeing with
ours only in some cases, because each of the formulas works
well only for a very restricted range ofZ. The values calcu-
lated with both formulas by Töröket al. (for the Ka1,2L

1

lines [60] and for theKb1,3L
1 lines [61]) agree with our

values only for Pd and Sn. The formulas by Burchet al. [59],
based on a very crude model, generally describe the investi-
gated energy region poorly and they give the accurate value
only in the case of TbKa1,2L

1 lines and a sensible value,
though still with clear discrepancy, for TaKa1,2L

1 lines and
for Th Kb1,3L

1 lines.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

MCDF-MSAL calculations (with the inclusion of the
Breit interaction, self-energy, and vacuum polarization cor-
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rections) of the positions and intensities of theK x-ray lines
have been performed for a wide range of the atomic number
(from Z=46 toZ=90). The results obtained for 11(for Pd) or
13 (for Sn, Tb, Ta, Pb, and Th) K x-ray diagram lines of the
E1, E2, and M1 types are in a good agreement with the
experimental ones[55–57]. Our theoretical energies of the
KL1 satellite lines also agree with available experimental
data(see Table III).

Removing anL-shell electron, apart from a 1s electron,
results in a dramatic increase(with respect to the diagram
lines) of the number of transitions and also in a wide distri-
bution of theKL1 satellite lines in the spectra. The theoretical
simulation of the spectra as the sum of the Lorentzian natural
line shapes with the appropriate natural linewidths enables
an investigation of the satellite line shape for each kind of
line. It has been found that the shapes of the spectra for the
1s−12s−1 initial states are often very different from the shapes
of the spectra for the 1s−12p−1 initial states. Generally, for a

given element the shapes of theKL1 spectra for the initial
states with a 2s hole are more different from the shapes of
the corresponding diagram lines than the shapes of theKL1

spectra for the initial states with a 2p hole. Moreover, there
are gradual changes of the shapes and structure of theKL1

spectra with the increase ofZ, though generally there are
many differences in the shapes and structures between the
elements. The distribution of particular sticks in theKL1

spectra is the wider, the higherZ of the element. It has been
observed that with increasingZ the shapes of theKL1 lines
(apart from theKb2L

1 lines) become smoother and they also
tend to resemble more and more the shapes of the appropri-
ate diagram lines.

The analysis of the energy shifts of average positions of
the KL1 satellite lines with respect to the corresponding dia-
gram lines has shown that the shifts follow similar trends for
all the studied elements. The particular line groups have big-
ger shifts when the hole is in the 2p subshell than when it is

TABLE III. Comparison of some of the values of energy shifts(in eV) of theKL1 lines: calculated,Ecalc,
with available experimental ones,Eexp, and with the values obtained on the basis of two kinds of formulas,
EBurch andEsemi. EBurch values concern a crude model by Burchet al. [59] andEsemivalues concern one of the
two formulas by Töröket al. (for the Ka1,2L

1 lines [60] or for theKb1,3L
1 lines [61]).

Element Satellite line Ecalc Eexp EBurch Esemi

46Pd Ka2L
1 56.3 57a±5

54.4b±3.9

Ka1L
1 61.5 62a±5

62.6b±2.5

Ka1,2L
1 61.8 61c±2 69.5 59.9

Kb1,3L
1 134.3 139d±5 183.3 136.9

133c±2

136e±4

Kb2L
1 160.8 165d±5

50Sn Ka1,2L
1 69.1 76.1 66.1

Kb1,3L
1 150.4 200.8 150.4

65Tb Ka2L
1 86.1 81f ±7

Ka1L
1 104.6 99.2f ±6.0

101g±6

Ka1,2L
1 100.7 101.0 89.0

Kb1,3L
1 216.5 266.5 201.0

73Ta Ka1L
1 128.3 125h±10

Ka1,2L
1 121.0 114.3 101.2

Kb1,3L
1 256.5 301.6 227.9

82Pb Ka1,2L
1 148.5 129.2 115.0

Kb1,3L
1 306.3 341.0 258.2

90Th Ka1,2L
1 175.4 142.5 127.2

Kb1,3L
1 356.2 376.0 285.2

a100-MeV 16O ion impact(Ref. [62]).
b88.0-MeV 16O ion impact(Ref. [24]).
c4He2+ ion impact(Ref. [53]).
d26.8-MeV 4He ion impact(Ref. [31]).
e88.0-MeV 16O ion impact(Ref. [38]).
f210-MeV 14N7+ ion impact(Ref. [63]).
g300-MeV 20Ne ion impact(Ref. [64]).
h350-MeV 14N7+ ion impact(Ref. [63]).
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in the 2s subshell in all the cases apart from theKa2L
1 lines.

This fact can be justified bykrl value, which is smaller for
the 2p orbital than for the 2s orbital and thus removing a 2p
electron has a more significant effect on the increase of the
orbital energy than removing a 2s electron. The obtained
order of increasing shifts for a given element(which was
supposed to be in agreement with the order of increasing line
energies) has appeared to be a little surprising, but it can be
qualitatively explained mainly on the basis ofkrl values.
What seems especially interesting is that the shifts of the
Kb5L

1 lines are smaller than those of theKb1,3L
1 lines (for

all the elements studied apart from the heaviest Th) and that
the shift of theKa3L

1 lines for the states with a 2p hole (and
thus also of theKa3L

1 lines in the summary spectra) is for
each investigated element bigger than those of theKa1L

1 and
Ka2L

1 lines.
Both the results of the calculations and their analysis pre-

sented in this paper make a systematic study which examines
in detail and explains various aspects of the structure and
shapes of the spectra of many different satelliteKL1 x-ray
lines and concerns a wide range of the atomic number. It is
also worth emphasizing that our investigation considers apart
from strongE1 diagram and satellite lines also weak lines of
this type and the lines of other types(E2 and M1). The
authors believe that the results of their analysis will be very
helpful in reliable and quantitative interpretation of theK
x-ray spectra of Pd, Sn, Tb, Ta, Pb, and Th induced by vari-
ous projectiles, which will be measured in the future or
which have already been measured but could not be success-
fully analyzed. It is also worth mentioning that our research
will contribute to better understanding of collision processes,
by enabling obtaining reliable data about the ionization of
the L shell of target atoms(in collisions with light or heavy
projectiles). These data will be very valuable in testing and
improving various theoretical models describing the course
of collision processes(e.g., plane-wave Born approximation,
semiclassical approximation, classical trajectory Monte
Carlo). Moreover, our results can be of vital importance in
designing new experiments, involving elements studied here
and other elements having the x-ray spectra in a similar en-
ergy range.
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APPENDIX

Here we analyze in detail the results of the calculations of
the positions and intensities of the studiedK x-ray diagram
lines of Pd, Tb, Pb, and Th, presented in Table I. From the
comparison of the calculated values of energies it can be
observed that, as should be expected, with the increase ofZ
transition energies increase significantly(depending on the
line, by about 70–85 keV with the increase ofZ from Z

=46 to Z=90). It is understandable because if an electron is
removed from a neutral atom, the energies of the levels in-
crease with respect to the appropriate energies in the neutral
atom. The highest relative energy increase is in the case of
the K x-ray level (i.e., the 1s−1 states), as the amount of
energy needed to remove an electron from this level is the
biggest. Then the relative energy increase of the levels im-
portant in our studies declines in the order: 2s−1, 2p1/2

−1 , 2p3/2
−1 ,

3p1/2
−1 , 3p3/2

−1 , 3d3/2
−1 , 3d5/2

−1 , 4p1/2
−1 , 4p3/2

−1 , 4d3/2
−1 , 4d5/2

−1 , 5p1/2
−1 , and

5p3/2
−1 (see Fig. 1). The relative energy increase of each x-ray

level is the bigger, the higherZ. Thus the biggest increase of
transitions energies withZ will be observed in the case of the
transition between the levels for which the amounts of rela-
tive energy increase due to the ionization differ most. Con-
sequently, the energy of theKO3 transition increases most
with Z (because the relative energy increase of the final,
5p3/2

−1 , level is the smallest of all the levels studied), while the
energy of theKa3 transition increases least(as the relative
energy increase of the final, 2s−1, level is the second biggest
after the 1s−1 level).

It can also be seen from Table I, again as we should an-
ticipate, that the lines of theE1 type (i.e., Ka2, Ka1, Kb3,
Kb1, Kb2

II, Kb2
I , KO2, andKO3) are much stronger than the

lines of theE2 type (Kb5
II, Kb5

I , Kb4
II, andKb4

I ) and of the
M1 typesKa3d. For example, theKa1 line sE1d is 200–1300
times (depending onZ) stronger than theKb5

I line sE2d and
500–52 500 times stronger than theKa3 line sM1d. TheKb5

I

line is thus 2.5–40 times stronger than theKa3 line. Within
the E1 type the most intense are theKa1,2 lines and then in
turn: Kb1,3, Kb2, andKO2,3. In each of these pairs of lines
the lines of higher energies, for whichDl =−1 andDJ=1, are
stronger. These lines are:Ka1, Kb1, Kb2

I , andKO3. For the
weaker lines from each pair(i.e., Ka2, Kb3, Kb2

II, andKO2)
Dl =−1 and DJ=0. Within the E2 type theKb5 lines are
more intense than theKb4 lines and in both these pairs the
lines of higher energies(Kb5

I and Kb4
I ), whereDl =−2 and

DJ=2, are stronger. For the weaker lines(Kb5
II and Kb4

II)
Dl =−2 andDJ=1. Thus among the investigated lines of the
same type(E1 or E2) the intensity is the stronger from the
more inner shell the transition takes place. Moreover, the
most probable among the transitions from the same shell are
those whereJ changes by the same amount asl, but in the
opposite direction thanl. This may be explained by the sta-
tistical reasons, since the stronger transitions in each pair are
from the states with higherJ quantum number than the
weaker transitions.

From the performed calculations it can be observed that,
as should be expected, with increasingZ absolute intensities
Ia of all the diagram lines increase, e.g., for theKa1 line of
Pd Ia=4.120631015, while for Th Ia=5.278831016 (the val-
ues ofIa have been calculated using Coulomb gauge[45] and
give the number of transitions per second). From Table I it
can be noticed that also relative(with respect to theKa1 line)
intensities of all the lines increase withZ. The most con-
spicuous relative increase withZ of the intensity with respect
to theKa1 line is for theKa3 sM1d line, which is the weakest
of all the investigated lines in Pd, Sn, Tb, and Ta, whereas in
Pb it is stronger than theKb4

II line and in Th—stronger than
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each of theKb4 lines. The intensities of theE2 lines with
respect to the appropriateKa1 lines also significantly in-
crease withZ, more(relatively) in the case of theKb4 lines
than for theKb5 lines. Remarkably smaller relative increase
with Z of the intensity with respect to theKa1 line can be
observed for the majority of theE1 lines(with the exception
of the KO2,3 lines, where the increase is quite large). Thus
the heavier the atom, the more important the transitions of
the M1 andE2 types and transitions of different types from
high shells (which is connected with relativistic effects,

whose role increases withZ). In addition, as could be antici-
pated, the increasing role of relativistic effects causes the
distance between the diagram lines in the same pair(i.e.,
accompanying the transitions from the same nonrelativistic
subshell, like, e.g., theKa1 and Ka2 lines) to strongly in-
crease withZ. For each element the distance between the
lines from such pairs of lines is the bigger from the more
inner shell the transition takes place, thus it is the greatest for
theKa1 andKa2 lines, which are at the same time the easiest
to resolve in the spectra.
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